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Diasporic subjects – people with histories of dislocation – have
experiences of multiple cultures, which give rise to what postcolonial scholar
Edward Said calls “a plurality of vision" and "an awareness of simultaneous
dimensions."i For Manila-born, Calgary-and Montreal-based Marigold Santos,
these dimensions are otherworldly and coexist within observable reality. Her
paintings, drawings, video and sculpture imagine entangled worlds of the occult,
folklore, and nature, which work together to challenge dominant modernist views
of subjectivity and temporality.
Santos' preoccupation with otherworldly and feminine power converge in
MIRROR/ MOTHER (fragments). She takes inspiration from “hidden mother”
photographs, a Victorian portraiture technique in which a mother is shrouded
while supporting her child, the intended subject of the picture. These
photographs evoke both ghostly presence and absence as the mother, who is
meant to be hidden, is conspicuously and eerily visible. For Santos, “hidden
mother” photographs offer a conceptual metaphor that signify the erasure of a
strong female figure. She is equally inspired by the asuang, a supernatural figure
of Philippine folklore. In precolonial times, female shamans, or babaylanes,
guarded and shared powerful life-giving knowledge of medicine and midwifery in
Philippine indigenous societies. Spanish missionaries demonized the babaylan
and through colonial inversion, the female shaman became the asuang: a
malevolent creature who separates herself from her bottom half and takes flight
in order to feast on the viscera of the ill and unborn. ii Santos recuperates the
hidden mother and the asuang as embodiments of feminine power in order to
convey a multifarious process of racial and gender subject formation.
In a series of paintings depicting shrouded asuangs, female figures appear
to cover their faces and reveal their bodies in varying degrees by choice. They
refuse to return the gaze, leaving the viewer to contemplate the enigma of their
bodies, stained with washes of ink that resemble galactic formations. In the oil
painting blanket asuang (big sister) a crocheted blanket adorned with flowers – a
product of women’s handiwork that indexes domesticity – covers an asuang’s

head. The blanket's unravelling creates a pourous barrier between the state of
being seen and unseen, reminding us of the ambivalent nature of the politics of
visibility. For the racialized and gendered subject, to be seen does not beget
empowerment, but rather, power comes from the ability to choose the terms of
one’s visibility. If read alongside Filipina domestic labour migration to Canada,
in which gendered and racialized labour is largely invisible and under-valued,
Santos’ artistic labour stands in stark contrast. Santos' asuangs go beyond
dominant scripts and limiting narratives of race, femininity, and domesticity, as
they harness an embodied power and visibility in defiance of social order.
In enigmatic relation to the Victorian “hidden mother” pictures, Santos
makes use of another historic visual reference known as the “hand of glory.”
According to 18th century European mythology, the pickled hand of a hanged thief
– or in other versions, that of a witch -- is a source of malevolent power. When lit,
the hand becomes a candle providing a burglar with otherworldly powers that
assist him in illicit undertakings. Santos’ of milk, of fat (first black hand) alludes
to this dark talisman. Set on a background of gold evoking divinity, the hand of
glory is embedded with rock intrusions, melding the human with the elemental
and the supernatural with the natural. In mandrake (the etymological “roots” of
which come from main de gloire, or in English, hand of glory), Santos renders
the mandrake’s uncanny likeness to the human form, which has made it a
popular ingredient in occult practices.
On a larger scale, Santos explores our propensity to make order out
of chaos through mythic narrative. In levity (Witches Head nebula), Santos
recreates the naturally occurring formation of stardust, which oddly resembles
the stereotypical profile of a witch. Santos ponders the extent to which a trope
spans cultural contexts: here, it is written in the stars. Santos continues her play
on the visual mutability of natural elements and the human form in night
watch/white wood, where birch trees become the surrogates for bodies that exist
neither here nor there.
Video and sound allow the artist to explore natural phenomena and
meaning across time and space. In rule of threes/prime, discordant organ cords,
performed by the artist, serve as the soundtrack to a solar eclipse, a ghostly mist,
and an undulating flower that Santos crafts through experimental video-making
techniques. She manipulates linear temporality as sequences fast forward,
reverse, and loop at certain moments, resisting the modernist paradigm of the
standardization of time.
In her analysis of Philippine horror films, postcolonial and feminist film
theorist Bliss Cua Lim asserts that cinematic fixation with the supernatural and
its recurrence in popular media propose alternatives to linear time that connect
intimately with Western notions of “progress”. These notions deny “the
ceaselessly changing plurality of our existence in time” and create “ethical
problems with regard to cultural and racial difference.” iii For a diasporic Filipina
such as Santos, a focus on the supernatural is not a remnant of the pre-colonial

past or superstitious beliefs, but are modes to help understand our world in
which shifting temporalities give rise to subjectivities in flux. In Shrine, 60
fingers cast in wax adorn the gallery walls like eerie votives. In a performance
that emulates a prayerful devotee, the artist introduces the element of fire, which
transmutes the sculpture into dripping wax and smoke that fills the space like
litanies for the hereafter. The lighting of candles often commemorates the
passing of time (birthdays and Hanukkah, for example), however Santos’ gestures
do not bear witness, but rather, enacts historicity by bringing mystical practices
of lore to back to life as she inserts her body and agency into the myth.
In MIRROR/MOTHER (fragments) the artist constructs her own rich
cosmology in which everyday realities coexist with the supernatural. Santos'
work demonstrates that varied personal, historical and cultural cosmologies are
not in contention with each other; as Enlightenment values would have us
believe, but comingle in a liminal space and time. Largely borne of Santos’
diasporic consciousness, these works represent entanglements brought on by
shifting personal geographies and affinities, continually reconfiguring within the
artist's own world.
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